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Accurate Approximation of Time-Varying Matrices 
of Linear Differential Systems 
S-I-E~TN nI. SERE~IN 
\Ve consider the problem of the identification of the time-varying matrix 
.-l(t) of a linear m-dimensional differential system y’ = .-l(t)y. \Ve develop an 
approximation A,,& = ~~-lc,{I~(t,. + 7;) I’-‘(tr) - I) to .4(t,) for grid points 
t,=ni kh, k = 0 ,_._, N using specified 7i = B,h, 0 .i 8, .: I, j = I ,..., II, 
and show that for each tk , the L, norm of the error matrix is C(P). \Ve dem- 
onstrate an cficient scheme for the evaluation of .-I..& and treat sample problems. 
I. INTRODIICTI~N 
The problem of the identification of parameters of a linear dynamical 
system has been the subject of much investigation. McCarty [5] and Lee [4] 
provide in-depth analysis of many different approaches. A particular aspect 
of system identification which today appears especiallv relevant is the 
technique of compartmental analysis as applied to biological and ecological 
systems; an escellent survey is provided by Funderlic and Heath [3]. - 
In this paper, we investigate in perhaps a different manner the problem of 
identification of the matrix .4(t) of the linear system 
y’ = .-I(t) y(t). I, ‘:: t :.: /I, (1.1) 
where y(t) = (yl(t),....yn,(f))r and .-f(t) = [u,;(t)] is an WI ‘I: m matrix. In a 
previous paper [6] we developed a high-order procedure for the case in which 
d has constant coefficients. The technique was based upon the espansion of 
the exponential matrix e LA It has since become apparent that the same basic .
idea can be applied to the approximation of -J(t) at the discrete points 
it == n + kh, k = o,..., hr where we use a mesh size h = (h - a)/N and 
assume 0 < /z < I. 
I\‘e shall assume that a fundamental matrix solution I’(t) = [y.,&(t)] can 
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That is, I‘(I) is an invertihlc 111 ~1 matrix which satisfies 
I.‘(f) = .4(f) I-(r), a:./, b. (1.7) 
It will he assumed further that .4(r) E (:“‘[a, b]. so that 
l’(t) E Ptl[~~, b]. (1.4) 
In Section 2 we recall from [6] some needed results and develop an approsi- 
mation _-1,,,: to .4(tk). In Section 3, error hounds are developed. In Section 4, 
some results of numerical experiments are presented and their ramifications 
are discussed. 
2. DE\.ELOPI\IENT OF THE .APPROSII\I.\TION 
In [6] WC proved the esistence of a unique vector c = (c, c.,,)~ such that 
rz 
x C,r,’ = 0. i = T!,..., II. 
;=, 
RIoreover, using the L, vector norm. 
)I c /I1 :.I h-&‘/r-l. 
(‘.I) 
(2.2) 
where K is independent of Ir. 
Now, consider the espansion 
IV(fl + Tj) = T-p,) + TjlV’(fk) + 1 ((T;)i’i!) 17’t’(t,) + R,+,,;. (2.3) 
t-2 
where, hi- applying Taylor’s theorem componentwise, 
R n+1.; = ((~J”“Yff + INOn+,.r (2.4) 
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and Q.n+,., has ~1, 1’ entry >~j,‘,Y+“(5,J, 0 I_: fUv :. T, . Then, 
i fj[lv(f, + Tj) - \.(/,)I 
,=I 
where we haye interchanged the douhk summation order. But, from (1.3) 
and (2.1), we determine that 
i, c,[lS(f, + T!‘) - 17(tJ = -J(t,) 1-ltk.j + i c,Rri+,., 
,=, 
nIultiplying by Iwml(tk) and rearranging, 
.4(r,) = f ~;[I-(I, + T,) I.-l(t,j - I] - f c;R,,+,,,l’-‘(t,). 
,I= I ,=I 
The approximation is thus defined as 
(2.5) 
. i n.r. = i f,[I-(f, + T,) I.-‘(tA - I]. 
,=l 
(2.6) 
\\‘e comment immediately that the time-\-arying case suffers the difficult! 
of inversion not present in the constant coefficient problem; we have to 
determine matrices !Pvi(tp) = I-(/, + 7,) I--l(t,), but in fact we would 
implement the scheme by solving the matrix equations 
Y,(tJ I’@,) = I& + 7;). j = I ,..., N. (2.7) 
\\‘e emphasize that the entire collection of problems (2.7) can be solved by 
one application of a compact Gaussian reduction of 1.(t,). Although it 
appears desirable to avoid solving systems, approximations to Yj(2,) which 
we have considered and discuss below in Section 4 are in fact much less 
desirahle. 
3. ERROR ANALYSIS 
It is appropriate to measure the error in the maximum-column-sum norm, 
so we define 
and omit the customay “I” subscript on the norm. From (1.4) to (2.61. 
i I c, I (I Tj l’z+l,(, + I’)!) l!Q,,+J 1~ I--‘(t,)/~. 
i-1 
(2.6) 
Now, since each ~$:+‘r (t) and I.-‘(r) is continuous on [CZ. b]. there are constants 
n and B such that II&+t., 11 ‘. _ ,X and 11 I--l(t,)ll .z; /3 for each i, k. (RIore 
specific bounds are available if we make assumptions on 11 k’(t)\1 and 11 .Iur(t)ll , 
i = o,..., n.) Then, using (1.2j to bound I T, l”+l hh+t and (2.2), we final]! 
obtain 
E,,,,;(h) (A-&V-‘) (/P++yn + I)!) aj3 = C/f” (3.2) 
for the constant C independent of 11. To summarize: 
The approxindm (2.6j, .J,i,,, , is OR P(h) appro.vintatiorr to -4(tk) under 
the continuit~~ assumption (1.4). 
.\s such, it would be possible to use the components of -dnVr; to define 
high-order piecewise polynomial approximations to the components of -J(t). 
1. NCMERICXL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to investigate the attainable accuraq of (2.6) and its relation to the 
theoretical bound (3.2). we consider the fnllowing sample problems. 
PROBLEM 
on the interval [I, 21 (to avoid the singularity at t = 0). This problem 
arises from the system form of the second order equation >‘I’ - (I/t)~s’ - 
(8t’l(l + t”)‘j>, = 0. 





sin’ t - 2 e-‘(sin f + cos t) 
1 - sin t cos t -e’(sin t + cos t) sins t + 1 1 
on the interval [0, 21. This problem incorporates features of oscillatory 
components as well as hoth growing and decaying exponentials and thus 
should be quite representative of general behavior. 
PROBLEM 3. 
46t - 39 46t’ - 18t 14U - 15(zJ$) 14V + 15(u!t) 
IJ(I) = 
-39t + 35 -39t’ + 70r --13u + 15(oM) --13zq - 15(ujt) 
14t - 13 14r” - 361 5u - 6(al’t) 5v + 6(24/l) 
5t- 5 5r’ - lot 2u - 3(zy) 20 + 3(U,,l) 1 
where u = cos(3 In 1); E’ = sin(3 In I). 
106 244 280 144 
-4a(1) = I -91 -208 -234 --I30 1 33 75 83 49 I2 27 29 19 
-161 -395 -531 -113 
+f [ -54 145 -133 55 -I76 485 -40 105 
-21 -51 -67 -17 
175 490 -205 
-159 -474 213 1 
-74 -200 80 
-43 -106 37 
This problem, which was developed by coupling two Euler equations via 
a similarity transformation, allows us to study a larger problem than either 
of the preceding and is only the forerunner of much-needed numerical work 
on larger-scale problems. 
For breviq we present only some representative error behavior for each 
sample problem at several values of t. Rather than display componentwise 
behavior, we present only the &-matrix norm of the error. \\‘e have computed 
with mesh sizes h = 2-p, p = I,..., 7. \\‘e make the assumption that 
E,&.,(h) = ch”= and estimate CC, by comparing consecutive computations 
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with different mesh sizes. Computations were performed on an IBRI 3fjOjfjj 
in double precision arithmetic. 
From Table I we see that for Problem I the estimates show that Ll,, is \‘er! 
close to the predicted value tI for tI := 2, 3.4. Our notation for a ‘. 10d is 
aE/3. 
T.IBLE I 
Error in Approsimatlon to --II(t) 
E,(h) .A2 
0.289E - 1 - 
0.748E - 2 I .95 
0.191E - 2 1.97 
0.4838 - 3 1.99 
O.l’lE - 3 I .99 
0.304E - 4 1.99 
0.755E - 2 - 
0.194E - 2 I .96 
0.493E - 3 I .98 
0.124E - 3 1.99 
0.3liE - -I 1.99 
0.780E - 5 2.00 
E,(A) .a3 
O.‘12E - 2 - 
0.328E - 3 2.69 
0.453E - 4 2.86 
0.594E - 5 2.93 
0.759E - 6 2.97 
0.960E - 7 2.98 
0.348E - 3 - 
0.446E - 4 2.96 
0.562E - 5 2.99 
0.704E - 6 3.00 
0.88lE - 7 3.00 
O.IIOE - 7 3.00 
0.205E - 3 - 
0.143E - 4 3.85 
0.928E - 6 3.Y-l 
0.589E - 7 3.98 
0.371E - 8 3.99 
0.233E - 9 3.99 
0.412E - 5 - 
0.268E - 6 3.61 
0.2OIE - 7 3.80 
0.138E - 8 3.91 
0.898E - 10 3.95 
0.583E - 11 3.97 
Note that 11 ;II( I)\1 = 2 and 11 .-ll(2)il = I .5, so that the relative error is in 
fact smaller than the absolute error. ObviousI!- the approsimations are 
extremely accurate for this small problem. 
The behavior in Problem 2 differs little from that in the previous problem 
in terms of rates of convergence or in actual error magnitude. Some results 
appear in Table II. Again, the relative error does not appreciably differ in 
magnitude from the absolute error. 
In Table III we see that in our 4 x. 4 esnmple the rates of convergence still 
behave as theory predicts. \\‘e note that it takes smaller mesh sizes to reduce 
the absolute error to sizes comparable to the preceding problems, but this is 
due to the size of the components of .4Jf). That is, the relative error behaves 
much the same as in previous problems. If we note that the error matrix is 
subjected to the same similarit>- transformation as was the original set of 
Euler equations, it hccomes obvious that as the condition number of the 
matrix of the transformation becomes large, the norm of the error matris can 
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TABLE II 
Error in Approsimarion to ,I,jt) 
.A. t I 2-z O.I-lOE I 0.217E 3 - 0.291E - -I - = - - - 
7-3 0.3588 - 1 1.97 0.224E - 4 3.32 0.179E - 5 4.02 
2-a 0.903E - 3 I .98 O.X?E - 5 3.15 O.lllE - 6 4.01 
T-5 0.277E - 3 2.00 0.299E - 6 3.07 0.692E - 3 3.01 
2-6 0.568E - -I I .99 0.363E - 7 3.04 0.43lE - 9 4.00 
B. I = 2 2-z 0.396E - I - 0.167E - 3 - 0.898E - 5 - 
2-3 0.997E - 7 1.99 0.196E - 4 3.09 0.616E - 6 3.87 
2-a 0.250E - 2 I .99 0.736E - 5 3.05 0.40lE - 7 3.94 
2-5 0.6268 - 3 2.00 0.289E - 6 3.03 0.256E - 8 3.97 
2-6 0.157E - 3 2.00 0.357E - 7 3.02 0.16lE - 9 3.99 
T.i\BLE 111 
Error in Approximation to .4&f) 






0.740E + I - 
0.225E + I I.72 
0.67lE + 0 1.86 
0.163E + 0 1.93 
0.418E - I I .96 
0.160E + I - 
0.418E + 0 I .93 
0.107E + 0 1.97 
0.27lE - I I .98 
0.681E - 1 I .99 
0.911E + 0 - 0.66lE - I - 
0.135E + 0 2.76 0.493E - 2 3.75 
0.183E - I 2.88 0.337E - 3 3.87 
0.239E - 2 2.91 O.‘ZOE - 1 3.93 
0.306E - 3 2.97 O.l-llE - 5 3.97 
0.43PE - I - 0.94IE - 3 - 
0.576E - 7 2.93 0.628E - -I 3.90 
0.739E - 3 2.96 0.406E - 5 3.95 
0.935E - 4 2.98 0.258E - 6 3.98 
O.Il8E - 1 3.99 0.163E - 7 3.98 
also be made large. \Ye thus must be concerned with the conditioning of the 
problem, especially in regard to the inversion of the fundamental matrix. 
So far, the method works well when the inversion is accurate, but much more 
experimentation on large problems is clearly called for. 
We considered earlier the possibility of approximating the matrir I--‘(tk) 
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rather than actually solving linear systems. It is intuitively obvious that the 
order of approsimation would have to be at least commensurate with that 
of the scheme approsimating -4(t,). One possibility might be to approximate 
I--‘(/,) by noting that 
[I.-‘(t)]’ : -[r--l(t)] .4(j). (4.1) 
The necessity of having all necessary information available to approsimate 
Iv-l(tk) b!- Gk and accuraq considerations rule out one step methods, so UC 
consider an esplicit q-step method of the form 
@& = i .q#$-, - /I/3,@;-i = f f-D&,[“I,1 - l$8S4a-,] (4.2) 
1=1 ,=I 
and use esact starting values QO ,.... GO,-, . 
It would be necessary to use the approsimations to .4(1,-,) in the scheme, 










) Exact Solutions of Linear Cystems 
I 2-step Approximation to Y-‘(l) 
L 3-step Approximation 
1 4-step Approximation 
/ 
/ J.---- 
n = 2 Point Method 
l ’ ,/ ---- n = 3 Point Method 
/' IT -(:;; ; ;+ n =4 Point Method 
-6 -5 -4 
Log2" 
-3 -2 
FIG. I. Error behavior at f = I for exact and approximate matrix inversion 
(Problem 2). 
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typical point t = I using several q-step Adams-Bashforth methods indicate 
that a considerable loss of accuracy in approsimation to .4(fR) is evidenced, 
even when the approximations to I’-l(tk) are quite accurate (to roughly two 
more places than the corresponding approximations to -4(tk)). 
Fortunateiy, a count of multiplication operations involved in (2.7) (even 
considering each j separately) versus those in (4.2) favors solving the linear 
systems. The elimination step costs about mR,‘3 multiplications and the back 
substitutions necessary to complete (2.7) cost about n13, for a total of $nr3. 
On the other hand, (4.2) costs at least qm3 multiplications, so for q Y- I 
(necessary to meet accurac! requirements), we see that this approsimation 
scheme is more costI!-. 
One lesson learned from this investigation is that the approsimation of 
-4(tk) is indeed sensitive to perturbations of I’-l(/,), a common feature in 
inverse problems. Figure I shows. in fact, that this sensitivitv becomes more 
pronounced as n increases. As long as m is reasonably small and I-(r) is not too 
ill-conditioned, though. the scheme still appears to hare possibilities. 
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